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Abstract 
 
A new characterization of Hamiltonian graphs using f-cutset matrix is proposed. A new 
exact polynomial time algorithm for the traveling salesman problem (TSP) based on this 
new characterization is developed. We then define so called ordered weighted adjacency 
list for given weighted complete graph and proceed to the main result of the paper, 
namely, the exact algorithm based on utilization of ordered weighted adjacency list and 
the simple properties that any path or circuit must satisfy. This algorithm performs 
checking of sub-lists, containing (p-1) entries (edge pairs) for paths and p entries (edge 
pairs) for circuits, chosen from ordered adjacency list in a well defined sequence to 
determine exactly the shortest Hamiltonian path and shortest Hamiltonian circuit in a 
weighted complete graph of p vertices. The procedure has intrinsic advantage of landing 
on the desired solution in quickest possible time and even in worst case in polynomial 
time. A new characterization of shortest Hamiltonian tour for a weighted complete graph 
satisfying triangle inequality (i.e. for tours passing through every city on a realistic map 
of cities where cities can be taken as points on a Euclidean plane) is also proposed. 
Finally, we propose a classical algorithm for unstructured search and also three new 
quantum algorithms for unstructured search which exponentially speed up the searching 
ability in the unstructured database and discuss its effect on the NP-Complete problems. 
 
 
1. Characterization of Hamiltonian Graphs using  f-cutset Matrix: Let G be a (p, q) 
graph, i.e. a graph on p points (vertices) and q lines (edges) with the following vertex set 
)(GV  and edge set )(GE  respectively: 
                              )(GV  = { pvvv ,,, 21 L } and  
                              )(GE  = { qeee ,,, 21 L } 
Let ppijG aA ×= ][  denotes the adjacency matrix of G. 
 
                              By choosing a spanning tree in the given connected graph one can 
construct the fundamental cutest matrix ([1], page 153) associated with this choice of tree 
in the form 
]:[ 1−= pcf ICC  
where the last )1( −p  columns forming the identity matrix correspond to )1( −p  
branches of the spanning tree, and the first )1( +− pq  columns forming matrix cC  
correspond to the chords. The presence of entry “1” in a column and row of fC  depicts 
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the presence of the edge represented by that column in the f-cutest represented by that 
row. Each row in fC  is a fundamental cutest vector. The rank of fC  is )1( −p  and 
these fundamental cutest vectors form the vector space basis of the cutest space, which is 
subspace of the vector space associated with the graph. If we develop an algorithm which 
selects edges from the fundamental cutsets (f-cutsets) to form a Hamiltonian circuit then 
it is clear to see that  
1) Since every vertex must get incorporated in every Hamiltonian circuit and only once, 
so, every f-cutset must contribute positive and even number of edges.  
2) Since fC  partitions into cC and Identity matrix, 1−pI , and since every row of an 
identity matrix contains at most one nonzero entry, so every f-cutset must contribute at 
least one chord to every Hamiltonian circuit in order to maintain evenness and positivity 
of the number of edges chosen on the corresponding f-cutset. Thus, the presence of a 
branch from every f-cutset in a Hamiltonian circuit is not necessary but the presence of at 
least one chord from every f-cutset is a must for a Hamiltonian circuit formed by chords 
and branches.  
 
Theorem 1.1: Let G be a (p, q) graph. G is Hamiltonian if and only if we can select even 
number (at least two) of edges on each row representing an   f –cutset to form a connected 
graph such that at least one of the selected edge is a chord and the total count of thus 
selected edges (chords + branches) is p.  
 
Proof: Let G be a Hamiltonian graph. So, there is a Hamiltonian circuit in G. So, there 
exists a tree which is Hamiltonian path. Take this tree which is a Hamiltonian path 
containing )1( −p edges. Form f-cutset matrix for this tree. Among the chords 
represented by columns of cC  there will exist a chord (which is actually the remaining 
part of the Hamiltonian circuit to be added to the tree equal to the Hamiltonian path to 
complete the Hamiltonian circuit) such that its corresponding column will be entirely 
made up of units. Thus, we take this chord and the corresponding branch on every f-
cutset, in effect, even (= 2) number of edges are selected from each row representing an f 
–cutset and the total count of thus selected edges (1 chord + )1( −p branches) is equal 
to p, as desired forming a connected graph. 
                              Suppose we have formed a subgraph of the given graph containing at 
least two edges on each row corresponding to every f –cutset to form a connected 
subgraph such that at least one is a chord, so that, in effect even (>0) number of edges get 
selected from each row representing an f –cutset and the total count of thus selected edges 
(chords + branches) is p. We show that this subgraph must be a Hamiltonian circuit. It 
can be easily seen that such a graph can have only two possibilities: Either it is a circuit 
of length p, or a subcircuit of length smaller than p with some incident (one or more) 
paths to the vertices of this subcircuit. In the first case nothing to prove. In the other case 
some f-cutset among the f-cutsets to which the edge incident on the pendant point of the 
path belongs, may be as a branch or a chord, must be contributing odd number of edges 
since there is no provision to reach and go away in the subgraph from this pendant point, 
a contradiction to the data.    
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Some Interesting Observations: (1) Search whether there is a column vector in cC  
entirely containing units (one unit in each row) i.e. in total )1( −p units. In this case, 
this edge (chord) represented by the column of units and the edges representing all 
branches together sum up to in all 1+ )1( −p  = p, edges forming a Hamiltonian 
circuit. Thus, the graph will be Hamiltonian.  
(2)Search whether there are some two columns vectors in cC  such that there is a unit in 
some rows in that column corresponding to a chord and there is a unit in the 
remaining rows in the column corresponding to the other chord among the total 
)1( −p  rows with exactly one overlap, i.e. there exists exactly one row which 
contains units in the chosen columns corresponding to both the chords. In this case, 
the two chosen edges (chords) represented by the two columns (determined as above 
with exactly one overlap) of cC  and the edges representing all branches except the 
branch defining an f-cutset for which the corresponding row contains units in both the 
columns corresponding to the two chosen chords, together sum up to in all 
2+ )2( −p  = p, edges forming a Hamiltonian circuit. Thus, the graph will be 
Hamiltonian.  
(3)Continuing on these lines, search if there exist some k columns vectors in cC  in 
which the units are distributed among these determined columns of cC such that 
there will exist in all )1( −k  overlaps as mentioned in (2), such that the k  chosen 
edges (chords) represented by the k  determined columns of cC  and the edges 
representing all branches except the branches defining an f-cutset for which the 
corresponding row contains units in even number of columns corresponding to the k  
chosen chords( i.e. there is overlap), and together sum up to in all k + )( kp −  = p, 
edges forming a Hamiltonian circuit. Thus, the graph will be Hamiltonian. 
                                                                                                            
 
We now state few definitions and develop a polynomial time algorithm using them:  
 
Definition 1.1: A lattice is a rectangular array of dots made up of some m rows and n 
columns.  
 
Definition 1.2: A lattice-cutset-graph associated with a f –cutset matrix is a graph 
obtained from the lattice of the size of f –cutset matrix obtained by treating those dots in 
the array as vertices of this new graph where, at the same place entry “1” is present in the 
f –cutset matrix, then joining these vertices in each column by vertical edges so that a 
path is formed along each column and further joining by horizontally going edges 
connecting all the vertices in a row to each other. 
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Definition 1.3: An induced-cutset--tree is a tree in the usual sense in the lattice-cutset-
graph (and not in the original graph) such that its vertices belong to the first 
)1( +− pq  columns of lattice-cutset-graph and there exists at least one vertex 
belonging to every row of vertices of the lattice-cutset-graph and when some columns of 
vertices are chosen we should take all the vertical edges belonging to those columns and 
all the horizontally going edges joining the vertices in succession belonging to same row 
in the chosen columns.  
 
Definition 1.4: An extended-induced-cutset-tree is the one obtained by induced-cutset-
tree by adding horizontally going edges such that one horizontal edge is to be added 
connecting last (in fact, any vertex will do) vertex present in that row (belonging to the 
cC part) to the vertex belonging to the last )1( −p  columns ( belonging to the Identity 
part) in the same row only when the number of vertices that get incorporated in that row 
for the induced-cutset-tree are odd in number (due to the odd number of edges got 
selected in the cC part with respect to that row).     
                              A simpler algorithm will be given below which just consists of finding 
an induced-cutset-tree and then an extended-induced-cutset-tree from this induced-cutset-
tree.  
 
Remark 1.1: Forming an induced-cutset-tree and then the extended-induced-cutset-tree 
automatically takes care of the important requirements in the above given observations of 
achieving exactly )1( −k  overlaps when k  chords are chosen, so that the important 
equation to be satisfied by the chosen chords and branches to form a Hamiltonian circuit, 
namely, chords + branches = p is satisfied automatically. 
 
Steps to construct a lattice-cutset-graph and an extended-induced-cutset-tree as its 
subgraph from f –cutset matrix: 
 
(1) Form f –cutset matrix, ]:[ 1−= pcf ICC . 
(2) Form a lattice of size (rows and columns of dots) equal to the size of the f –cutset 
matrix, made up of dots and then proceed to form lattice-cutset-graph by taking 
the dots with entry “1” in the same place in the associated fundamental cutest 
matrix and then by connecting the appropriate edges as per the above definition. 
(3) Form an induced-cutset-tree from edges in the first )1( +− pq  columns 
(forming matrix cC of the f –cutset matrix that correspond to the chords) of the 
lattice-cutset-graph by choosing appropriate columns such that at least one vertex 
from each row of vertices gets incorporated. 
(4) Count the number of vertices belonging to each row of this tree and when the 
number of vertices contained in the row (corresponding to the cC part of the f –
cutset matrix) are odd in number then extend the tree by joining last (right most) 
vertex in the tree to the vertex in the same row and belonging to the last )1( −p  
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columns (corresponding to the identity matrix representing the )1( −p  branches 
of the f –cutset matrix) by a new edge to obtain an extended-induced-cutset-tree.  
 
Example 1.1: Consider the following graph, H say. 
 
H 
 
 
We take the spanning tree, T , formed by edges {a, b, c, d, e, f, g} of this graph. 
 
                         
T  
 
Then the f –cutset matrix, fC  can be expressed as follows, where the first column 
represents the labels of the f –cutsets while the first row represents the labels of chords 
and branches. The f-cutset matrix, ]:[ 1−= pcf ICC  
for the present case can be written as 
 
 
b 
a 
c 
f 
e g 
d 
b 
a 
c 
f 
l 
e g j 
i 
k 
h 
d 
  6


























=
100000000110
010000011000
001000010000
000100010110
000010000111
000001000101
000000100101
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
gfedcbalkjih
C f  
 
                              Consider the induced-cutset-trees, 1T  and 2T , containing chords {j, l} 
and chords {h, i, l} respectively, as shown below. An extended-induced-cutset-tree, 1ET  
is also shown as an example. The first row of alphabets depicts the used edge-labels: 
    
             j     l                h   i    l                j    l       a    b   c          e    f     g 
  
          1T                          2T                         Extended 1T , say, 1ET  
 
Now,  
(i) Using chords {j, l} we form a tree, 1T , formed in cC and append the appropriate 
branches {a, b, c, e, f , g} leading to formation of extended tree, 1ET . This leads to 
the following Hamiltonian circuit: 
ajgelfcba →→→→→→→→  
 
(ii) Using the chords {h, i , l} we can see that we have a tree, 2T , containing formed in 
cC and appending the appropriate branches {a, b, e, f , g} we can get an extended 
tree, say 2ET , which will lead to the following Hamiltonian circuit : 
ahflegiba →→→→→→→→ . 
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Theorem 1.2: An extended-induced-cutset-tree forms a Hamiltonian circuit if the total 
count of the chosen edges represented by columns of lattice-cutset-graph (chords + 
branches) is equal to p. 
 
Proof: Straightforward. 
 
Remark 1.2: The edges i and j  together cannot belong to any Hamiltonian circuit of 
graph H because we can’t form an extended-induced-cutset-tree along with other edges 
such that the count of the selected edges (chords + branches) = p. 
 
 
2. The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP): This well-known problem  asks for an 
efficient (polynomial time) algorithm to find shortest Hamiltonian circuit (or cycle), i.e. 
the one with smallest weight sum of its edges in a weighted complete graph. No efficient 
exact algorithm for this problem is known. It has been shown in the literature that the 
problem of finding Hamiltonian path between two pre-specified vertices, or that of 
finding Hamiltonian circuit, or that of finding shortest Hamiltonian tour for the traveling 
salesman etc. are all belong to the large class of NP complete problems (Page 234, 
Theorem 8.9 [2]). In fact it has been further shown that when the triangle inequality is not 
satisfied the traveling salesman problem is non-approximable unless NP complete 
problems have polynomial time solutions [3].  
                              There exist some well-known efficient heuristic algorithms for TSP. 
The simplest one is the so called nearest-neighbor-method [4] with performance 
guarantee, )1)]([ln(
2
1
+= nα , and the efficient one is the so called minimum-
weight- matching-algorithm [5] with performance guarantee 
2
3
<α .   
                              In order to initiate the discussion we begin with a possible 
modification in the so called nearest-neighbor-method. The nearest-neighbor-method 
starts from a vertex iv  in a weighted complete graph and select an edge among the edges 
the adjacent vertex jv  such that the weight of the edge  ke  = ),( ji vv  is minimum 
among the edges emerging from the vertex iv . It continues with the same criterion for 
the incorporation of the next edge from vertex jv  to a new vertex (i.e. not already visited 
one till all the vertices are exhausted and one has to select now the only left out choice 
kv  to iv to complete the formation of the Hamiltonian circuit). Thus, to new nearest 
neighbor of jv . Since the decision for choosing edge in this algorithm is based on purely 
local considerations, i.e. the selection is made which is locally best; there is no guarantee 
of this algorithm of attaining a good Hamiltonian circuit. 
                              We propose below a modification in this algorithm which will make it 
somewhat global and thus will improve the chance of getting better performance. Let us 
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take the given weighted complete graph as a symmetric digraph and each edge as two 
directed edges of same weight directed in opposite directions. It is clear to see that when 
one selects an edge, say ),( ji vv , then one cannot select any other edge emerging from 
iv  and any edge entering in jv . Thus, when one selects edge ),( ji vv  the weight sum 
of (other) edges emerging from iv  and weight sum of (other) edges entering in jv , other 
than edge ),( ji vv  gets excluded. Let us denote the weight-inclusion-adjacency- matrix 
by pp
i
jkwWIA ×= ][ , where ijkw  = weight of the edge ),( kj vv  that get included 
in the weight sum of edges of a Hamiltonian circuit when one selects the edge 
),( kj vv while forming that Hamiltonian circuit. Similarly, let us define the weight-
exclusion- adjacency- matrix, pp
e
jkwWEA ×= ][ , where ejkw  = weight sum of the 
edges that get excluded while one selects the edge ),( kj vv as an edge for a Hamiltonian 
circuit. Thus, ∑+∑=
≠≠ km
i
jm
jl
i
lk
e
jk www  
(As a further modification, we can add in ejkw  the weight sum of those edges which 
form a subcircuit with earlier selected edges and so can’t be part of a Hamiltonian circuit. 
To keep the things simple here we do not take into consideration this further 
modification.) 
 
2.1 Modified-Nearest-Neighbor-Method: In the nearest-neighbor-method there is only 
one criterion that is followed: the minimum weight nearest neighbor is selected to join, in 
succession by starting from some vertex, till one forms the Hamiltonian circuit. To make 
this algorithm somewhat global one follows the same selection method by imposing two 
criteria: 
 
Algorithm 2.1.1: (1) Using the given pp
i
jkwWIA ×= ][ , construct the  weight-
exclusion-adjacency-matrix, pp
e
jkwWEA ×= ][ . 
(2) Select an edge which obeys two criteria in any order: 
      (i) The weight that gets included due to this selection is minimum. 
      (ii) The weight that gets excluded due to this selection is maximum. 
(3) Continue on these lines till one gets the desired Hamiltonian circuit. 
                                                                                                                
 
Note that observing the criteria (i), (ii) in (2) in any order and at any stage of the 
selection it is possible to carry out the nearest- neighbor-algorithm, i.e. condition (i) is 
observed first and then (among the choices) condition (ii) is observed next, or, vice versa, 
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and at any stage of the selection, i.e. we can change the order of conditions to be 
observed even at any intermediate stage of the algorithm. 
 
2.2 A Heuristic for TSP using Contractions: The following heuristic is certainly an 
improvement over the usual nearest-neighbor-method because it eliminates the restriction 
of choosing only adjacent edges in succession imposed in the nearest-neighbor-method: 
Algorithm 2.2.1: (1) Choose an edge among the edges with smallest weight in the given 
weighted complete graph on p points and contract it. Keep the record of the contracted 
edge. This leads to formation of weighted complete graph on 1−p points. 
(2) Repeat the procedure in step (1) for the resulted weighted complete graph 
on 1−p points till we reach to a simple graph with single vertex. 
(3) Build the Hamiltonian circuit using the contracted edges whose record has been kept 
at every stage of contraction. 
                                                                                                            
 
Remark 2.1: In the nearest-neighbor-method we select smallest edge among the adjacent 
edges but in the above given heuristic algorithm 2.4 each time we select the smallest 
available edge, not necessarily adjacent one, at each stage of selection. This idea of 
contraction can be taken up also in the modified-nearest-neighbor-method which will 
produce a complete digraph at each time, may be asymmetric in weight after some 
iterations, to continue the same procedure till a Hamiltonian circuit is formed. 
 
2.3 A Method to Estimate Performance of any Heuristic: We use any heuristic 
algorithm to obtain a reasonably good Hamiltonian circuit in a weighted complete graph. 
We form, WVAB(G), the weighted-vertex-adjacency-bitableau, for the given weighted 
complete graph. We break the entries in the rows of the right tableau into arrays of 
columns such that the first array contains labels of vertices containing smallest weight in 
front of them written in the bracket. The weights of the entries in the successive arrays 
form the non-decreasing order.  
                              When we get the Hamiltonian tour made up of entries entirely 
belonging to first array we have assuredly got an exact solution for the TSP. In other 
words, if the subgraph formed by the edges in the first array is Hamiltonian then every 
Hamiltonian circuit in it is a shortest Hamiltonian circuit. It is also clear that the value 
(sum of weights of edges) of any shortest Hamiltonian circuit should be at least equal to 
the sum of weights of the entries (written in the brackets in front of them) obtained by 
taking one entry from each row of the first array.  
                              We now systematically describe the procedure of estimating the 
possible distance of the exact solution and the solution obtained by any heuristic in the 
following steps:   
 
Algorithm 2.3.1:  
 
(1)Construct )(GWVAB , which is )(GVAB with weights of the corresponding edges 
written in the brackets in front of the numbers in the right tableau. 
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(2)Sort the numbers in the rows of the right tableau and arrange them in non decreasing 
order of their weights written in the brackets and thus obtain sorted  )(GWVAB , 
say )(GSWVAB . 
(3)Carry out partitioning of )(GSWVAB into arrays of the entries in the right tableau 
such that the first array contains the entries with smallest weight in all the rows, the 
second column contains next smallest entries in all the rows, and so on and thus 
construct table of sorted arrays, say )(GSWA  
 (4)Using any of the heuristics obtain a Hamiltonian circuit (which will contain as many 
as possible entries belonging to arrays with smaller array numbers, depending upon 
the performance guarantee of the used heuristic.                                                                                                          
(5) Suppose the Hamiltonian circuit formed contains entries from first, second, …, p -th 
rows belonging respectively to 1i -th , 2i -th, …, pi -th array and let the difference in 
weights in the entries in the 1i -th , 2i -th, …, pi -th arrays and first array in the 
respective first, second, …, p -th rows be 
piii www ,,, 21 L respectively then the 
circuit obtained could differ from the shortest circuit by amount at most equal to 
∑
=
p
j
i jw1
.   
 
 
Example 2.3.1: Consider the following )( 6KWVAB  for the weighted complete graph 
on six points: 
 


















=
)2(5)3(4)4(3)3(2)1(16
)2(6)4(4)3(3)2(2)1(15
)3(6)4(5)4(3)3(2)4(14
)4(6)3(5)4(4)1(2)3(13
)3(6)2(5)3(4)1(3)2(12
)1(6)1(5)4(4)3(3)2(21
)( 6KWVAB  
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

















=
)4(3)3(4)3(2)2(5)1(16
)4(4)3(3)2(6)2(2)1(15
)4(5)4(3)4(1)3(6)3(24
)4(6)4(4)3(5)3(1)1(23
)3(6)3(4)2(5)2(1)1(32
)4(4)3(3)2(2)1(6)1(51
)( 6KSWVAB  
 


















=
)4(3)3(4)3(2)2(5)1(16
)4(4)3(3)2(6)2(2)1(15
)4(5)4(3)4(1)3(6)3(24
)4(6)4(4)3(5)3(1)1(23
)3(6)3(4)2(5)2(1)1(32
)4(4)3(3)2(2)1(6)1(51
)( 6KSWA  
 
      Now the sum of weights of entries in the first array, obtained by taking weight of 
(any) one entry from each row is equal to 8 units, so, the shortest Hamiltonian circuit 
(when it can be formed using entries in the first array) will have weight at least equal to 8 
units. It is easy to see that we can’t form a Hamiltonian circuit using entries only from 
first array. Now, using some approximation algorithm suppose we obtain the circuit as 
follows: 
1432561 →→→→→→ . Then, this Hamiltonian circuit could be away 
from the exact solution at most by 6130110 =+++++  units. 
 
2.4 An Exact Algorithm for TSP using f –Cutset Matrix: We construct a lattice, 
lattice-cutset-graph, and proceed to obtain shortest-extended-induced-cutset-tree, by any 
efficient shortest tree finding algorithm. We proceed in the following steps: 
 
Algorithm 2.4.1: 
   
(1) Construct f-cutset matrix, 
)1(1]:[ −×−= pqpcf ICC  
      with respect to some spanning tree for the given weighted complete    
      graph. 
(2) Construct lattice, of size )1( −× pq , made up of dots.  
(3) Construct lattice-cutset-graph using the given f-cutset matrix.  
(4) Assign weight equal to the weight of the edge in the originally given weighted 
complete graph represented by a column in cC  to first (or some) vertical edge 
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belonging to lattice-cutset-graph in that column and assign weight “0” to all other 
vertical edges in that column (in order to avoid the multiple counting of that weight of 
that edge represented by the vertex pair written in the top row in the original graph in 
the desired shortest Hamiltonian circuit) and do this procedure for all columns.  
(5) Assign weight equal to the weight corresponding to a branch to all edges 
      reaching a vertex in the last )1( −p  columns (branch part) and do the  
      same for all branches.  
(7) Assign weight equal to “zero” to all other horizontal edges connecting  
      the points belonging to cC  part when there exists at least one vertical  
      edge emerging from its both ends. 
(8) Assign weight to a horizontal edge connecting the points belonging to 
     cC  part equal to the weight of the edge of the chord represented by the 
      column in which the pendant point belongs and has no vertical edge 
      emerging from it.  
(9) Choose columns containing smallest nonzero weight for the vertical edge 
      (note that when we select a vertical edge we have by this act actually  
      chosen a vertical path joining all the “1s” in succession on that column). 
      Then at each stage of selection select the next column containing   
      smallest nonzero edge among the remaining columns such that the 
      choice leads to formation of shortest induced-cutset-tree.  
(10) Find the shortest extended-induced-cutset-tree in this graph, by extending the 
induced-cutset-tree by horizontally going edges to the vertex in the last 
)1( −p columns in those rows containing odd number of vertices in the first 
)1( +− pq  columns which will lead to formation of a desired Hamiltonian circuit. 
 
Remark 2.4.1: Thus, the algorithm essentially consists of finding shortest-induced-
cutset-tree in the lattice-cutset-graph by any efficient algorithm for finding shortest 
tree, similar to the one due to Kruskal [7] or Prim [8].  Actually this tree is not 
spanning i.e. does not contain every vertex (vertices in the lattice-cutset-graph are 
actually representing edges of the original graph present in different cutsets and the 
number of vertices associated with the same edge is equal to number of f-cutsets in 
which the edge is present) of lattice-cutset-graph. Also, first we have to obtain 
shortest-induced-cutset-tree, and it is important to note that its determination is not 
degree constrained, and later the extended- shortest-induced-cutset-tree to achieve 
evenness (the degree constraint comes here but the procedure does not become 
difficult due to this constraint, here one only need to extend the shortest-induced-
cutset-tree by appending the branches wherever required to maintain the required 
evenness of selected vertices on a row) by adding of selected vertices in each row of 
lattice graph. 
 
Remark 2.4.2: Note that assigning weights to the edges of extended-induced-cutset-tree 
is set up in a way described in the steps of the algorithm essentially to include the 
weights of actual chords and branches in the original graph forming the desired 
Hamiltonian circuit (again, in the original graph) only once.  
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Example 2.4.1: Consider weighted complete graph of example 2.2.1, and take any tree, 
say T , as follows: 
 
                          
T  
The corresponding f-cutset matrix for this tree is given below: 
 




















=
)2(10000)3(1)4(100)3(1000)1(10
0)4(1000)3(100)4(100)3(100)4(1
00)1(1000)4(1)3(1)4(1)3(1)2(1)3(10)1(1)4(1
000)3(100)4(1)3(1)4(1000)1(100
0000)2(10000)3(1)2(1)3(1)1(100
)6,5()5,4()5,1()3,1()2,1()6,4()6,3()5,3()4,3()6,2()5,2()4,2()3,2()6,1()4,1(
5
4
3
2
1
C
C
C
C
C
C f  
 
The first row in the above matrix contains pair of vertices noting edges while the first 
column records the labels of fundamental cutsets. 
As per the above algorithm 2.4.1 columns corresponding to edges {(2,3), (3,4), (4,6)} 
together form the desired shortest induced-cutset-tree and when appended appropriately 
by columns corresponding to edges {1,2) (1,5), (1,6)} we form shortest extended-
induced-cutset-tree, as shown below:  
 
 (2,3)               (3,4)               (4,6)    (1,2)                   (1,5)           (5, 6) 
 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
2 
3 2 
4 
1 
1(1) 
1(4) 
1(1) 
1(3) 
1(2) 
1(0) 
1(2) 
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Shortest extended-induced-cutset-tree, ET  
 
Thus, the Hamiltonian circuit contains edges:  
{(2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 6), (1, 2), (1, 5), (5, 6)} 
and the actual Hamiltonian circuit obtained by this algorithm is: 
    2     1     4      3     2     1 
1564321 →→→→→→ , giving total weight “13 Units”. This is actually the 
shortest Hamiltonian circuit in the given complete graph! 
 
Remark 2.4.2: From the above algorithm 2.4.1, the problem of finding shortest weight 
Hamiltonian circuit thus reduces to finding certain shortest tree (using appropriate 
columns in the f-cutset matrix) in the newly constructed associated lattice graph as per 
this algorithm! 
 
2.5 A New Polynomial Algorithm for finding Shortest Hamiltonian Path and circuit 
in a Weighted Complete Graph: 
In this section we begin with proposing two approximation algorithms for shortest 
Hamiltonian graphs which essentially consists of applying certain chosen permutations 
(transpositions or product of transpositions) on the adjacency matrix of given weighted 
complete graph causing reshuffling of the labels of its vertices. We change the labels of 
vertices through proper choice of permutations in such a way that in this relabeled graph 
the Hamiltonian path 123….k(k+1)…p becomes approximation to shortest 
path in the given weighted complete graph under consideration. We then define so called 
ordered weighted adjacency list for given weighted complete graph and proceed to the 
main result of the paper, namely, the exact algorithm based on utilization of ordered 
weighted adjacency list and the simple properties that any path or circuit must satisfy. 
This algorithm performs checking of sub-lists, containing (n-1) entries (edge pairs) for 
paths and n entries (edge pairs) for circuits, chosen from ordered adjacency list in a well 
defined sequence to determine exactly the shortest Hamiltonian path and shortest 
Hamiltonian circuit. The procedure has intrinsic advantage of landing on the desired 
solution in quickest possible time and even in worst case in polynomial time. 
 
Let G be a weighted complete graph with the vertex set )(GV  and edge set )(GE  
respectively: 
                              )(GV  = { pvvv ,,, 21 L } and  
                              )(GE  = { qeee ,,, 21 L } 
Let ppijG wA ×= ][  denotes the weighted adjacency matrix of G. 
 
Note: Applying transposition (m, n) on GA is essentially equivalent to interchanging 
rows as well as columns, m and n. That is replace m-th row in GA by n-th row and vice 
versa and then in thus transformed matrix replace m-th column by n-th column and vice 
versa (order of these operations, i.e. whether you interchange rows first and then 
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interchange columns or you interchange columns first and then interchange rows, is 
immaterial as it produce same end result). Note that this transformation essentially 
produces a new weighted adjacency matrix that will result due to interchanging labels of 
vertices nm vv ,  in the original weighted complete graph. We now discuss following 
algorithm which essentially is an approximation algorithm that produce the result 
comparable to one obtains from known approximation algorithms.  
 
Algorithm 2.5.1 (An Approximation Algorithm):  
 
(1) If entry at position (1, 2) in the matrix, i.e. weight 12w  is already smallest in the first 
row then proceed to step 2. Else, among the weights pjw j ,...,3,2,1 = , find 
minimum weight, say 11 jw . Apply transposition ),2( 1j  on GA , producing new 
weighted adjacency matrix, say 1GA .   
(2) If entry at position (2, 3) in the matrix, i.e. weight 23w  is already smallest in the 
second row then proceed to step 3. Else, among the weights pjw j ,...,4,3,2 = , find 
minimum weight, say 22 jw . Now apply transposition ),3( 2j  on 1GA , producing 
new weighted adjacency matrix, say 2GA .   
(3) If entry at position (3, 4) in the matrix, i.e. weight 34w  is already smallest in the third 
row then proceed to step 4. Else, among the weights pjw j ,...,5,4,3 = , find 
minimum weight, say 33 jw . Now apply transposition ),4( 3j  on 2GA , producing 
new weighted adjacency matrix, say 3GA . 
(4) Continue this procedure applying appropriate transpositions till we finally reach (p-
2)-th row and among the weights ppjw jp ),1(,)2( −=− , find minimum weight, say 
)2()2( −− pjpw . Now apply transposition )),1(( )2( −− pjp  on )3( −pGA , producing 
new weighted adjacency matrix, say )2( −pGA .   
(5) Find the sum of weights of edges in the Hamiltonian path 
 
ppjj →−→→+→→→→→ )1()1(321 LL
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Remark: After carrying out “algorithm 1” on given weighted complete graph the 
Hamiltonian path 
 
ppjj →−→→+→→→→→ )1()1(321 LL
 
 
produces a good approximation for shortest Hamiltonian path in the given (and 
conveniently relabeled due to applied transpositions) weighted complete graph. This 
Hamiltonian path thus obtained will not necessarily be a shortest one. 
 
What we have necessarily achieved is as follows: By application of permutation 
(transposition) we bring smallest weight entry in the first row at position (1, 2) in the 
weighted adjacency matrix. This is achieved by transposition of type ),2( 1j , where 
21 >j . The algorithm then applies transposition which brings smallest weight entry in 
the second row at position (2, 3), in the transformed weighted adjacency matrix that 
results after applying transposition mentioned above. This is achieved by transposition of 
type ),3( 2j , where 32 >j . Note that because of its special form this second 
transposition doesn’t affect the smallest entry achieved at position (1, 2) while bringing 
smallest entry (weight) in the second row at position (2, 3) by this second transposition! 
This story continues, i.e. the later applied transpositions doesn’t affect the results of 
earlier transpositions because of the special choice of the transpositions and at end 
achieves smallest possible weights in the rows at positions on the diagonal neighboring 
the principle diagonal, i.e. at positions (1, 2), (2, 3), …., (p-1, p), of the evolved 
weighted adjacency matrix, evolved through the successive transpositions of specially 
chosen type. Thus, we have achieved the neighboring diagonal which represents the 
weights on the Hamiltonian path  
 
ppjj →−→→+→→→→→ )1()1(321 LL
 
 
to contain smallest entries from the rows of initially given weighted adjacency matrix. 
 
Question 2.5.1: When the Hamiltonian path 
 
 
ppjj →−→→+→→→→→ )1()1(321 LL
 
thus produced by this algorithm will be the desired shortest Hamiltonian path? 
Answer: The Hamiltonian path 
 
ppjj →−→→+→→→→→ )1()1(321 LL
 
 
will be shortest if and only if we will (somehow) manage the maximization of sum of 
weights of entries in the triangular shaped submatrix of the transformed adjacency 
matrix, i.e. when the following sum 
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∑ ∑
−
= +=
2
1 )2(
p
i
p
ij
ijw
 
gets maximized. 
 
Now, the next question that naturally arises is as follows: 
 
Question 2.5.2: How to maximize this sum? 
 
We will try to come to its possible answer but before that let us consider following 
 
Example 2.5.1: We consider following weighted adjacency matrix representing a 
weighted complete graph and find the Hamiltonian path in its relabeled copy in the form  
ppjj →−→→+→→→→→ )1()1(321 LL
 
 
by applying “algorithm 1”. We will see that this Hamiltonian path is not shortest one. We 
consider the following weighted adjacency matrix and apply “algorithm 1” to it: 
 
















08764
80958
79086
65801
48610
 
 
(1) Since entry at position (1, 2) is already smallest in the first row we proceed to next 
step. 
 
(2) Since entry in position (2, 4) = 5 is smallest in second row we apply transposition (3, 
4) on the above matrix that results into matrix 
 
















07864
70986
89058
68501
46810
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(3) Since entry in position (3, 5) = 8 is smallest in third row we apply transposition (4, 5) 
on the above matrix that results into matrix 
 
















07986
70864
98058
86501
64810
 
 
Clearly, in this transformed weighted adjacency matrix the Hamiltonian path  
 
54321 →→→→
 
has total weight ∑
=
+ =
4
1
)1(, 21
i
iiw
 
Now, it is easy to check that ∑ ∑
−
= +=
2
1 )2(
p
i
p
ij
ijw in this case is equal to 41. 
 
This sum is actually not maximized as we will see below. We actually need to apply 
some more permutations on the given weighted adjacency matrix that are suitable to 
maximize this sum. Now without displaying all necessary suitable permutations we have 
to carry out for maximization of this sum we give the final result below depicting the 
transformed form of the same weighted adjacency matrix with which we started applying 
algorithm 1. It is 
 
















07689
70468
64018
86105
98850
 
 
Clearly, in this transformed weighted adjacency matrix the Hamiltonian path  
 
54321 →→→→
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has total weight ∑
=
+ =
4
1
)1(, 17
i
iiw
 
Now, it is easy to check that ∑ ∑
−
= +=
2
1 )2(
p
i
p
ij
ijw in this case is equal to 45. 
 
It can be checked by brute force that is this desired sum has maximized now and so the 
Hamiltonian path that we have thus obtained in the transformed weighted adjacency 
matrix is actually the shortest one! 
 
Thus, the problem of finding shortest Hamiltonian path in the form  
 
ppjj →−→→+→→→→→ )1()1(321 LL
 
 
has become a constrained optimization problem of following type: 
 
Problem 2.5.1: Given weighted adjacency matrix corresponding to a given weighted 
complete graph then devise permutations which will transform this matrix such that path  
 
ppjj →−→→+→→→→→ )1()1(321 LL
 
 
has shortest length. In other words, devise sequence of permutations to be applied on 
given weighted adjacency matrix to be applied on the given weighted complete graph 
such that ∑ ∑
−
= +=
2
1 )2(
p
i
p
ij
ijw
 gets maximized and thus the transformed matrix represents the 
same weighted complete graph in disguise.  
 
Now, this sum can be seen as made up of sum of entries in columns p, (p-1), (p-2), …, 
such that p-th column contains entries pw1 , pw2 , …. , ppw )2( − , (p-1)-th column 
contains entries )1(1 −pw , )1(2 −pw , …. , )1)(3( −− ppw , etc.  
We now proceed to discuss a possible algorithm to tackle this problem. 
 
Algorithm 2.5.2 (An Approximation Algorithm): 
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(1) We begin with maximizing pw1 . Pick largest weight edge say ijw in the given 
weighted adjacency matrix, GA . Transform this weight to position pw1 by applying 
product of transpositions ),)(,1( pji on GA . Thus, we have now maximized pw1 .  
 
(2) Now, among the edges emerging from vertex with label 1 and p in the transformed 
weighted adjacency matrix, GA , due to step (1), find some edges 
jijpi ≠),,(),,1( such that ),1( i is smallest among the edges emerging from 1 and 
),( jp
 is smallest among the edges emerging from p. Apply product of transpositions 
),1)(,2( jpi − on new transformed GA  we get after step (1) so that weights 
12w and ppw )1( − are now smallest possible for the situation.  
 
(3) Now, among the edges emerging from vertex with label 2 and (p-1) in the 
transformed weighted adjacency matrix, GA , due to step (2), find some edges 
jijpi ≠− ),,1(),,2( such that ),2( i is smallest among the edges emerging from 2 
and ),1( jp −  is smallest among the edges emerging from (p-1). Apply product of 
transpositions ),2)(,3( jpi − on new transformed GA  we get after step (2) so that 
weights 23w and )1)(2( −− ppw are now smallest possible for the situation. 
 
 
(4) Continue steps like (2) and (3) of applying suitable transpositions till we reach at the 
state having smallest possible weights for 12w , 23w , 34w , 
…., )1)(2( −− ppw , ppw )1( − in the given situation and all other edges have larger 
weights. 
 
(5) Now, all vertices have been relabeled and we have assigned smallest possible weights 
to edges comprising the Hamiltonian path  
 
ppjj →−→→+→→→→→ )1()1(321 LL
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Now, apply suitable transpositions of type L,2,1),2,( =+ iii  by checking that they 
cause improvement in the sum ∑
−
=
+
1
1
)1(
p
i
iiw
. 
 
 
Example 2.5.2: We consider following weighted adjacency matrix to apply “algorithm 
2”. 
 
















08433
801265
412012
361011
352110
 
(1) Since 34w is largest so we apply product of transpositions (1, 3)(4,5) on this matrix 
leading to  
















085612
80334
530112
631101
124210
 
 (2) 12w ia already minimum so to minimize 45w we apply transposition (3, 4) on 
above matrix leading to new matrix as follows: 
 
















058612
503112
83034
611301
122410
 
 
(3) As per step (5) of the algorithm to achieving further minimization,  we apply 
transposition (1, 3) on above matrix leading to new matrix as follows: 
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















051268
502113
122014
611103
83430
 
 
Clearly, in this transformed weighted adjacency matrix the Hamiltonian path  
 
54321 →→→→
 
has total weight ∑
=
+ =
4
1
)1,( 11
i
iiw
 
 
The Ordered Weighted Adjacency List and Sub-lists: We now proceed with the 
discussion of the main results of this paper. We propose a smart algorithm to find shortest 
Hamiltonian path and shortest Hamiltonian circuit in the given weighted complete graph.  
 
Definition 2.5.1: The weighted adjacency list, )(GWAL , associated with the given 
weighted complete graph, G , on p vertices, is the following bitableau in which the left 
tableau represents weights of the edges represented by vertex pairs written in the same 
row in the right tableau.  
 
Definition 2.5.2: The weighted adjacency list is called ordered weighted adjacency list 
and denoted as )(GOWAL when the rows of weighted adjacency list are so permuted 
that the weights in the left tableau get ordered, i.e. these weights form a nondecreasing 
sequence in the downward direction. In other words, the weighted adjacency list becomes 
ordered weighted adjacency list when the left tableau becomes a nondecreasing column 
of entries representing weights of the edges written in the corresponding row in the right 
tableau. The )(GWAL is following bitableau: 
 






















••
••
••
=
),(
),(
),(
),(
)(
22
11
22
11
mmji
llji
ji
ji
jiw
jiw
jiw
jiw
GWAL
mm
ll
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where, 2
)1( −
=
pp
m
.  
The )(GOWAL  is the following bitableau: 
 






















••
••
••
=
),(
),(
),(
),(
)(
22
11
22
11
mmji
llji
ji
ji
jiw
jiw
jiw
jiw
GOWAL
mm
ll  
 
where 2
)1( −
=
pp
m
 and in addition, mm jijiji www ≤≤≤ L2211  
 
Definition 2.5.3: The weighted adjacency sub-list, )(GSubWAL , is essentially any 
sub-bitableau made by picking some portion of the )(GWAL , i.e. made by picking any 
rows among the rows in )(GWAL . 
 
Definition 2.5.4: The ordered weighted adjacency sub-list, )(GSubOWAL , is 
essentially any sub-bitableau made by picking some portion of the )(GOWAL  and 
keeping them in the same nondecreasing order, i.e. made by picking any rows among the 
rows in )(GOWAL  and keeping them in the same ordered form.  
 
Definition 2.5.5: The size of weighted adjacency sub-list, or ordered weighted adjacency 
sub-list, is the cardinality of entries in the sub-list, i.e. number of rows in the sub-
bitableau representing that sub-list. 
 
Definition 2.5.6: The weight of the weighted adjacency sub-list, or ordered weighted 
adjacency sub-list, is the sum of weights in the left sub-tableau representing that sub-list. 
 
It is easy to check that  
 
(A) A set of (p-1) vertex pairs in the right tableau of )(GOWAL  together represents a 
Hamiltonian path if (i) these pairs together contain all the vertices, (ii) the degrees of all 
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but two vertices is two, (iii) the degree of the left out two vertices is one, and (iv) these 
vertex pairs together form a connected graph. 
 
(B) A set of p vertex pairs in the right tableau of )(GOWAL  together represents a 
Hamiltonian circuit if (i) these pairs together contain all the vertices, (ii) the degrees of all 
vertices is two, and (iii) these vertex pairs together form a connected graph. 
 
These two easy checks will form an important backbone of our exact algorithm for 
finding shortest Hamiltonian path or shortest Hamiltonian circuit in the given weighted 
complete graph. 
 
We now proceed with  
 
Algorithm 2.5.3 Shortest Hamiltonian Path (Exact): 
 
(1) Form ordered weighted adjacency list, )(GOWAL , corresponding to given weighted 
complete graph. 
 
(2) Form all possible ordered weighted adjacency sub-lists, )(GSubOWAL , each of size 
(p-1).  
 
(3) Arrange these sub-lists in lexicographic order in accordance with their respective 
weights. 
 
(4) Use easy check (A) mentioned above in succession (starting with smallest weight sub-
list) on each sub-list and stop at the first success. 
 
(5) Record the Hamiltonian path thus obtained and its weight. This will be a desired 
shortest Hamiltonian path! 
 
 
Algorithm 2.5.4 Shortest Hamiltonian Circuit (Exact): 
 
(1) Form ordered weighted adjacency list, )(GOWAL , corresponding to given weighted 
complete graph. 
 
(2) Form all possible ordered weighted adjacency sub-lists, )(GSubOWAL , each of size 
p.  
 
(3) Arrange these sub-lists in lexicographic order in accordance with their respective 
weights. 
 
(4) Use easy check (B) mentioned above in succession (starting with smallest weight sub-
list) on each sub-list and stop at the first success. 
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(5) Record the Hamiltonian circuit thus obtained and its weight. This will be a desired 
shortest Hamiltonian circuit! 
 
 
Example 3: Consider following weighted adjacency matrix: 
 
















08764
80958
79086
65801
48610
 
 
The ordered weighted adjacency list for this is as below, conveniently in the form of a 2-
columned table: 
 
1 (1,2) 
4 (1,5) 
5 (2,4) 
6 (1,3) 
6 (2,5) 
7 (3,5) 
8 (2,3) 
8 (1,4) 
8 (4,5) 
9 (3,4) 
 
 
It is easy to check that pairs {(1,2), (1,5), (2,4), (3,5)} together form the desired shortest 
Hamiltonian path as per the “algorithm 3” and pairs {(1,2), (1,5), (2,4), (3,5), (3,4)} 
together form the desired shortest Hamiltonian circuit as per the “algorithm 4”. 
 
2.6 A New TSP Algorithm for Graphs satisfying Triangle Inequality: For complete 
graphs with vertices as points representing cities on a realistic planar map and where the 
weights on the edges are real distances we propose the following criterion for a 
Hamiltonian tour to be optimal. This criterion is motivated from appropriate extension of 
the idea of geodesic, i.e. the curve of shortest length joining two points on a surface that 
we determine for the surface under consideration using calculus of variation, e.g. by 
solving Euler-Lagrange equation one finds that straight line is geodesic for plane and for 
any two points on plane, the length of the straight line segment joining these two points is 
thus the shortest distance.  
                              Now, suppose we are given three non-collinear points on the plane say 
A, B, C. What is the smooth curve of shortest length (geodesic) passing through all these 
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points? Let us join points A, B and then B, C by a straight line segments (and make 
smooth their join at B) and obtain smooth curve A-B-C. Similarly, join points A, C and 
then C, B by a straight line segments (and make smooth their join at C) and obtain 
smooth curve A-C-B. Now which one among these curves A-B-C and A-C-B is shortest? 
Move the tangent vector along both the curves and note down the magnitude of rotation 
(at B and C respectively) for both these curves. The curve for which the magnitude of 
the angle of rotation of tangent vector (at B or C) will be least will be the shortest 
one!  
                              Given p distinct points on a plane, { pvvv ,,, 21 L } and suppose we 
construct all possible Hamiltonian paths between 1v  to pv  (passing through all other 
points only once). Which one among these is shortest? The one for which the sum of 
the magnitudes of the angles of rotation of tangent vector (at each intermediate 
node) will be least will be the shortest Hamiltonian path! Also, suppose we construct 
all possible Hamiltonian tours (passing through all points only once). Which one among 
these is shortest? The one for which the sum of the magnitudes of the angles of 
rotation of tangent vector (at each intermediate node) will be least will be the 
shortest Hamiltonian tour! 
 
Algorithm 2.6.1 (An Economical Hamiltonian Tour for Real TS passing through 
Real Cities): 
Let { pi rrrr ,,,,, 21 LL } be the position vectors of points representing cities on plane 
(with respect to some origin).  
(1) Find the following vector (center of mass), ∑
=






=
p
i
irp
R
1
1
  
(2) Find ||max irRr −=  
(3) By taking the point representing vector R  (center of mass) as center draw a 
circle with radius equal to r  (clearly, all points represented by position vectors 
{ pi rrrr ,,,,, 21 LL } will lie inside this circle). 
(4)  Draw radii to this circle passing through each point representing a position vector 
{ pi rrrr ,,,,, 21 LL }.  
(5) Name the end points of these radii on the circle by /ir if the radius is passing 
through ir , for all pi ,,2,1 L= . 
(6) Form the sequence of points by starting with some end point of some radius and 
moving to the next end point of radius in succession anticlockwise (or, clockwise) 
till you reach to the starting point. Let it be ///
121 iii
rrr →→→ L  
(7) Join (by vectors) and construct Hamiltonian circuit by replacing /jir  by jir in the 
above sequence to form 
121 iii
rrr →→→ L . 
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Remark 2.6.1: The Hamiltonian circuit thus obtained will have very much close to 
the minimum the sum of the magnitudes of the angles of rotations of the tangent 
vector going around this Hamiltonian circuit. 
 
2.7 NP-Complete Problems and Unstructured Search: It is clear to see that we will be 
able to solve NP-Complete problems if we can devise some novel algorithm for 
unstructured search which will have superiority of exponential order over the existing 
algorithms for unstructured search. For search data of size N, Grover’s [9] quantum 
search algorithm )(~ NO  certainly speeds up the well known classical algorithm 
)(~ NO , but only polynomially.  
                        Grover’s quantum search algorithm can be adapted quite readily to 
solve NP-Complete problems albeit again in exponential time, but (only) with 
reduced exponent compared to what is known classically [10].In this section we will 
propose a novel classical algorithm which will show improvement of exponential 
order over existing algorithms. With this algorithm we will certainly be in the 
position to say that we indeed are in possession of solution to NP-complete problems! 
The unstructured search problem asks for search of some predefined number, called 
target, from given unstructured list of numbers. In this paper we propose a novel 
classical algorithm with complexity )(~ LogNO  for searching the target from 
unstructured list of numbers. We thus propose a new algorithm, which achieves 
improvement of exponential order over existing algorithms. Suppose N is the largest 
number in the list then we consider N dimensional vector space with Euclidean basis. 
With each of the numbers in the given unstructured list we associate the unique basis 
vector among the vectors that form together the Euclidean basis. For example 
suppose j is a number in the list then we associate with this number j the unique basis 
vector in the above mentioned N-dimensional vector space, >j|  = transpose(0, 0, 0, 
… , 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, … , 0, 0, 0), where there is entry 1 only at j-th place and every where 
else there is entry 0. We then divide the given list of numbers in two roughly equal 
parts (i.e. we divide the given bag, B say, containing scrambled numbers in two 
roughly equal parts and put them in two separate bags, bag B1 and bag B2. We 
represent the list of numbers in bag B1, bag B2 in the form of equally weighted 
superposition of basis vectors associated with the numbers contained in these bags, 
namely, we represent list in Bag B1 (Bag B2) as a single state formed by equally 
weighted superposition of orthonormal basis states forming Euclidean basis 
corresponding to numbers in the bag B1 (bag B2), namely, >1|ψ  ( >2|ψ ). Let t be 
the target number. It will be represented as basis state >t| called target state. We then 
find the value of scalar product of target state >t|  with >1|ψ  (or >2|ψ ). It will 
revel us whether t belongs to bag B1 (or bag B2) which essentially enables us to carry 
out the binary search and to achieve above mentioned )(~ LogNO complexity!  
 
2.7.1 Preamble:  The unstructured search problem requires us to find a particular 
target item amongst a set of N candidates. We can label these N candidates by indices 
x in the range Nx ≤≤1 , and we are supposed to find the index of the sought after 
target item, tx = , say. Now, suppose these N numbers, as tags associated with items 
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as identifiers for these items, be mixed randomly among each other in a bag. Your 
task is to pick out the target, tx = , in fewest possible trials from this bag containing 
this randomly done mixture of numbers. It is this random mixing of numbers which 
makes this list of numbers unstructured. This is essentially the well-known so called 
problem of unstructured search. Also, it is well known that the existing classical 
algorithm for the solution of this problem has complexity )(~ NO and Grover’s 
quantum algorithm developed by Lov Grover [1] has complexity )(~ NO . 
                            We now propose a novel classical algorithm which achieves 
exponential speedup over existing algorithms. The so called binary search algorithm 
can determine the number which is declared as target from the given list of N 
numbers with complexity of the order of )(~ LogNO but this algorithm works only 
when given list of numbers is sorted (ordered).  
                            For our new algorithm we begin with associating a unique unit 
vector from the standard Euclidean basis with each number in the given scrambled 
bag of numbers, thus, we consider each number in the bag as a unique basis vector in 
the N-dimensional Euclidean space when the largest number in the given scrambled 
list of numbers in the bag is N. Thus, each number j in the given list is represented as 
state >j| , a column vector, where, 
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It is important to note that all the scalar components of this vector are 0 except scalar 
component in the place j from top which is equal to 1. Further, we associate equally 
weighted superposition of basis vectors with given list of numbers. Thus, we 
represent entire list as a single superposed state. Let NR iiiii ,,,,,, 321 LL  be the 
numbers in the bag and there is no order relation among these N numbers, then we 
represent this entire list as a single state, >ψ| , obtained as superposition state: 
 
>++>++>+>+>>= NR iiiii |||||| 321 LLψ  
 
We further consider projection of state >ψ|  on the target state, >t| . In other words, 
we consider scalar product >< ψ|t . This scalar product will obviously satisfy the 
following conditions: 
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>< ψ|t  =  0, if state >t|  doesn’t belong to basis states forming state >ψ|  
 
and 
 
>< ψ|t  =  1, if state >t|  belongs to basis states forming state >ψ|  
 
This simple fact will enable us to carry out the desired binary search on the 
scrambled list of numbers. We will see how in the algorithm given below. 
 
 
2.7.2 Algorithm: 
 
1. Let B be the bag containing scrambled list of numbers { NR iiiii ,,,,,, 321 LL } and 
let N be the largest among the numbers in this given bag B, and let t be the 
number which is target to be searched. 
2. Consider N-dimensional Euclidean vector space, E, with Euclidean basis of unit 
vectors. Thus, a basis state >j|  =  transpose (0, 0, 0, …, 0, 1, 0, …, 0), where all 
components are 0 except j-th component which is 1. Note that with each number j 
in the bag we will be associating state >j|  in the Euclidean basis. 
3. Divide list in bag B, in any arbitrary way, into two sub-lists of roughly equal sizes 
1N  and 2N , and put them in bags B1 and B2. Let now bag B1 contain scrambled 
numbers },,,{ 11211 piii L and bag B2 contains scrambled numbers 
},,,{ 22221 qiii L , where, qp ≈  from the original scrambled list. 
4. Form any one of the following superposed states: 
>++>+>>= piii 112111 |||| Lψ , 
(or, >++>+>>= qiii 222212 |||| Lψ ) 
                   and consider scalar product >< 1|ψt  (or >< 2|ψt ) 
5. Suppose we have formed state >1|ψ  and if >< 1|ψt  =  1 then state >t|  is 
member of the superposition of states that forms state >1|ψ . Else, if >< 1|ψt  =  
0 then state >t|  is member of the superposition of states that forms state >2|ψ . 
6. When >< 1|ψt  =  1, then set B1 = B and go to step 3. When >< 1|ψt  =  0, then 
set B2 = B and go to step 3. 
7. Continue till We (obviously) reach the desired target state and thus the number 
which is target. 
   
2.7.3 Example: Suppose we are given {2, 11, 7, 5, 3, 6, 9, 4} as scrambled list of 
numbers in Bag B and suppose number 3 is our target, i.e. we wish to locate and find 
number 3 in this scrambled list. As per steps of algorithm we divide these numbers, in 
bag B say, into two bags B1, B2 such that bag B1 contains numbers {2, 11, 7, 5} and 
bag B2 contains numbers {3, 6, 9, 4}. Since 11 is the largest number in the list of 
given numbers we consider 11-dimensional Euclidean vector space and form state 
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>+>+>+>>= 5|7|11|2|| 1ψ ,  Further, we find scalar product >< 1|3 ψ , 
which is equal to 0. So, clearly, target 3 belongs to bag B2. So, we set B2 = B and 
proceed with step 3, i.e. the division of this newly defined bag B. In other words, we 
will then have newly defined bags B1 = {3, 6} and B2 = {9, 4}. We form state 
>+>>= 6|3|| 1ψ  and again find scalar product >< 1|3 ψ which is equal to 1. So, 
clearly, target 3 belongs to bag B1. So, we set B1 = B and proceed with division of 
this newly defined bag B. In other words, we will have now newly defined bags B1 = 
{3} and B2 = {6}. We form state >>= 3|| 1ψ  and again find scalar product 
>< 1|3 ψ which turns out to be equal to 1. So, we have thus obtained the desired 
target! 
 
2.7.4 Some New Quantum Algorithms for Unstructured search: We 
develop three new quantum algorithms for searching the desired target state in the 
unstructured database of size N. The first algorithm requires Log N iterative steps. It 
constructs two quantum bags of equal size in terms of two quantum states, out of 
which exactly one quantum state will have nonzero overlap with the target state. This 
determination of overlap is done by taking the inner product, in Log N time [11], of 
the implicitly known target state with any one of these two quantum states. The 
second algorithm requires just one single step which uses a new suitable operator and 
the choice of this operator is problem dependent, i.e. it depends upon the number of 
qubits required to be used to represent an element in the index set. The third 
algorithm again requires only a single step and this algorithm makes use of a fixed 
(same) operator. It is known that algorithm for unstructured database search can be 
easily adaptable for solving NP-Complete problems. However, the computational 
complexity of NP-Complete problems after the adaptations of both the classical as 
well as quantum [9] search algorithms remains of the exponential order as the 
exponent for quantum [9] algorithm changes only to one-half times the exponent for 
classical algorithm. But for our quantum algorithms the exponent falls substantially 
so that our new quantum algorithms for unstructured search are capable if reducing 
the computational complexity of NP-Complete problems to polynomial order! We 
propose in all three new quantum algorithms for unstructured database search. If N is 
the size of the unstructured database then we show that we can pick out the desired 
target in just LogN  steps by the first algorithm, and in just single step by the other 
two algorithms! The innovation in the first algorithm consists of dividing the given 
database into two equal sized databases in terms of two quantum states and By using 
the idea of taking inner product in LogN  time [11] of any one these quantum states 
representing the quantum bags with the target state which enables one to find out the 
quantum state to which the target state belongs!   
                                    We now proceed to propose our first quantum algorithm for 
unstructured search. This new quantum algorithm proceeds roughly as follows: It 
begins with the preparation of the implicitly known desired target state. Starting with 
a quantum bag that contains target, i.e. starting with a quantum state that contains the 
target state it then carries out the construction of two suitable initial quantum states 
using state that contains the target state in the superposition. It then evaluates the 
inner product of the target state with any one of the two initially constructed quantum 
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states mentioned above. The value of this inner product determines to which quantum 
state the target state belongs. This quantum state to which target state belong is used 
further to construct two more new suitable quantum states and the same procedure is 
repeated iteratively. By iterating these steps for LogN  times we will see that with 
these steps one directly arrives at the desired target state and completes the search. As 
mentioned above the generate-and-test type classical algorithm or quantum [9] 
algorithm for unstructured database search though can be easily adapted to solve the 
NP-Complete problems still the computational complexity of these algorithms after 
the adaptations remains that of the exponential order as the exponent for quantum [9] 
algorithm changes only to one-half times the exponent for classical algorithm. But for 
our first quantum algorithm the exponent becomes the polynomial of logarithm of the 
exponent for the classical algorithm. Therefore, our first quantum algorithm reduces 
the computational complexity of NP-Complete problems to polynomial order! If N is 
the size of the unstructured database then we show that we can attain the desired 
target in just LogN  steps! To attain the desired target the best known generate-and-
test type classical algorithm and quantum [9] algorithm for unstructured search 
requires roughly 
2
N
steps and  N  steps respectively. This implies that only 
quadratic speedup is achievable by quantum [9] algorithm over classical algorithm. 
Though such speedup is quite good one still it is not good enough as it doesn’t tame 
the problems with exponential complexity. A formal statement of unstructured search 
problem is as follows: Consider a search problem that requires to find a particular 
element of the database. Given a set containing N candidates, and suppose these N 
candidates are labeled by indices, x in the range )1(0 −≤≤ Nx , and that the index 
of the sought after target item is tx = . Let there be a computational oracle, or 
“black-box function”, )(xf t ,  that when presented with an index x can pronounce on 
whether or not it is the index of the target. Specifically, )(xf t is defined such that 
)(xf t  = 1 if tx =  and )(xf t  = 0 if tx ≠ where 1 stands for YES and 0 
stands for NO. The search problem is unstructured because there is no discernible 
pattern to the values of )(xf t  to provide any guidance in finding tx = . Our job is 
to find index tx = , using fewest calls to the oracle )(xf t . Oracle is nothing but a 
factitious mathematical device that allows one to estimate the computational cost of 
some algorithm measured in the units of the “number of calls to this oracle”, required 
to reach the solution. “Oracle” or “black-box function” or “knowledge holder” are 
synonyms, and if we consider for example the problem of finding name given 
telephone number what is the oracle? The ‘oracle’ in this case is the ‘telephone 
directory’ itself. We now express the search problem in quantum mechanical 
language. A quantum analog of the bag of indices can be regarded as an equally 
weighted superposition of all the indices in the range )1(0 −≤≤ Nx , i.e. the 
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quantum state ∑
−
=
>>=Ψ
1
0
|1|
N
x
x
N
. Thus, the bag of all indices can be looked 
upon as a wave function >Ψ|  given above. Let us suppose that nN 2= . Therefore, 
using binary representation for all the indices in the bag we can express the wave 
function representing bag of indices as  
∑
=
>>=Ψ
1
0,,
21
21
|1|
niii
niiiN L
L
 
      To prepare such state is in fact a very easy task. For this one just need to take as a 
starting state a tensor product of n number of zero kets, 




>=
1
0
0| , and then apply 
Hadamard operator, H , on each zero ket, >0| , in the tensor product. Thus, 
  
>=>>=Ψ ⊗
=
∑ 000||1|
1
0,,
21
21
LL
L
n
iii
n HiiiN
n
 
      The implicitly known target state >>= nttttt L321|| , where each }1,0{∈it , can 
be prepared using the oracle, )(xf t , which gives value 1 when tx =   and 0 
when tx ≠ , by expressing the target state, >t| corresponding to index tx = by 
using the relation of the target state, >t| ,  and the oracle function, )(xf t . This 
relation can be expressed in the following two equivalent forms: 
[ ] >Ψ−−>= |)1(1
2
| )( xf tNt
                         (A) 
or, 
[ ][ ] >Ψ><−−>= |||211
2
| ttNt
                (B) 
     We now divide the elements in the bag containing indices x , such that 
)1(0 −≤≤ Nx , into two bags such that the first bag will contain half indices, i.e. 
all those indices, x , such that )12(0 −≤≤
N
x
 and the second bag will contain 
remaining half indices, i.e. all those indices, x , such that )1(2 −≤≤ Nx
N
. It is 
easy to achieve this by constructing these bags in terms of two quantum states, 
>Ψ0|  and >Ψ1|  as follows, where   
>⊗>>=Ψ −⊗ 000|0|| )1(0 LnH  
and,  
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>⊗>>=Ψ −⊗ 000|1|| )1(1 LnH  
     Note that the ket >000| L  in the above expressions for  >Ψ0|  and >Ψ1|  is of 
length )1( −n , i.e. a computational basis state in )2( )1( −n  dimensional Hilbert 
space, while >Ψ0|  and >Ψ1|  are obviously states in n2  dimensional Hilbert 
space. Also, >Ψ0|  represents the bag that contains all those indices, x , such that 
)1
2
(0 −≤≤ Nx
 and >Ψ1|  represents the bag that contains all those indices, x , 
such that )1(2 −≤≤ Nx
N
, as desired. 
     The idea behind our new quantum algorithm in simple terms is to divide “the bag 
which contains the target state” at each iterative step into two separate bags of equal 
size such that now the target state will belong to some one and only one of these two 
bags which now has become equal to half of the size of the original bag and then to 
determine by taking inner product of any one state representing these bags with the 
target state to which the target state belongs. Thus we manage to reduce the size of 
the bag that contains the target state in each of the iterations to half of its size at that 
stage. By proceeding along these lines finally the bag that contains the target state 
will become of size one, i.e. it will contain only the target state itself. Thus, we first 
begin with the bag represented by the wave function, >Ψ| , this original bag contains 
all numbers from 0 to N-1., i.e. it contains the target state. 
      We now proceed systematically with our first new quantum algorithm through precise 
steps as follows: 
 
1. The First New Quantum Search Algorithm implying P = NP : 
 
(i) Construct quantum state, >Ψ|  say,  representing the bag of all indices x , such 
that )1(0 −≤≤ Nx . Namely,  
>=>>=Ψ ⊗
=
∑ 000||1|
1
0,,
21
21
LL
L
n
iii
n HiiiN
n
 
Let nN 2= .Since, )]12(,0[ −∈ nt , therefore >Ψ>∈|| t , i.e. certainly, 
0| >≠Ψ< t .   
 
(ii)  Since )]12(,0[ −∈ nt , we divide the indices in this bag into two parts of 
identical size and put them into two new bags. This is done in equivalent terms as 
follows. Construct two quantum states >Ψ0|  and >Ψ1| representing these two 
bags such that >Ψ0|  will represent the bag that contains all those indices, x , such 
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that )12(0 )1( −≤≤ −nx  and >Ψ1|  will represent the bag that contains all those 
indices, x , such that )12(2 )1( −≤≤− nn x . Thus, we have   
>⊗>>=Ψ −⊗ 000|0|| )1(0 LnH  
and, 
>⊗>>=Ψ −⊗ 000|1|| )1(1 LnH  
          This further implies that either >Ψ>∈ 0|| t  or >Ψ>∈ 1|| t . 
 
(iii) Take inner product of the implicitly known target state >t| , expressed above in 
two equivalent forms, (A) or (B), with any one of the two quantum states 
representing two bags of indices, namely, >Ψ0|  and >Ψ1|  given above.   
      Case (a): Without loss of generality (WLOG), suppose if  0| 0 >≠Ψ< t  then 
clearly we can infer that >Ψ>∈ 0|| t , i.e. )]12(,0[ )1( −∈ −nt , i.e. t  belongs to the 
first bag that contains all those indices, x , such that )12(0 )1( −≤≤ −nx .  
    Case (b): Without loss of generality (WLOG), suppose if  0| 0 >=Ψ< t , i.e. 
0| 1 >≠Ψ< t , then clearly we  can infer that >Ψ>∈ 1|| t , i.e. 
)]12(,2[ )1( −∈ − nnt , i.e. t  belongs to the second bag that contains all those 
indices, x , such that )12(2 )1( −≤≤− nn x .  
(iv) Case (a): Since  )]12(,0[ )1( −∈ −nt , we divide this bag of indices into two equal 
parts and put them into two new bags. This is done in equivalent terms as follows. 
Construct two quantum states >Ψ00|  and >Ψ01| representing these two bags such 
that >Ψ00|  will represent the bag that contains all those indices, x , such that 
)12(0 )2( −≤≤ −nx
 and >Ψ01|  will represent the bag that contains all those 
indices, x , such that )12(2 )1()2( −≤≤ −− nn x . Thus, we have   
>⊗>>>=Ψ −⊗ 000|0|0|| )2(00 LnH  
and, 
>⊗>>>=Ψ −⊗ 000|1|0|| )2(01 LnH   
      This further implies that either >Ψ>∈ 00|| t  or >Ψ>∈ 01|| t .  
      Case (b): Since  )]12,2[ )1( −∈ − nnt , we divide this bag of indices into two equal 
parts and put them into two new bags. This is done in equivalent terms as follows. 
Construct two quantum states >Ψ10|  and >Ψ11| representing these two bags such 
that >Ψ10|  will represent the bag that contains all those indices, x , such that 
)12(2(2 )2()1()1( −+≤≤ −−− nnn x
 and >Ψ11|  will represent the bag that 
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contains all those indices, x , such that )12()22( )2()1( −≤≤+ −− nnn x . Thus, 
we have   
>⊗>>>=Ψ −⊗ 000|0|1|| )2(10 LnH  
and, 
     
>⊗>>>=Ψ −⊗ 000|1|1|| )2(11 LnH  
          This further implies that either >Ψ>∈ 10|| t  or >Ψ>∈ 11|| t .  
 
(v) As is done in (iii), by taking inner product of the target state >t|  now with 
>Ψ00|  or >Ψ01|  when case (a) is true, or with >Ψ10|  or >Ψ11|  when case (b) is 
true we determine to which quantum bag represented by these quantum states the 
target state is part of, i.e. the target state has a nonzero overlap with. We continue 
on these lines with dividing, each time the correct quantum bag (the one containing 
the target state), into two separate new quantum bags till (assuredly) the size of the 
correct quantum bag (that has nonzero overlap with target state) will reduce to the 
bag containing just one entry, i.e. the target state itself!! 
 
  
 
2. The Second New Quantum Search Algorithm implying P = NP : 
Let x , )1(0 −≤≤ Nx , be an element in the unstructured database of size N . 
Let nN 2=  hence )12(0 −≤≤ nx . Our aim in the unstructured database 
search problem is to locate and pick out the target index, )]12(,0[ −∈ nt . Note 
that with each index x  we can associate a computational basis state, >x|  made up 
of n  qubits, i.e. >>= nxxxx L21|| , where, nixi ≤≤∈ 1},1,0{ . So, our aim 
in the unstructured database search problem is to substantially amplify the amplitude 
of the target state, >t| . Suppose we have a 1-YES quantum oracle defined in terms 
of operator, O , which performs the operation >−>= xxO xft |)1(| )( , where as 
mentioned previously )(xf t is defined such that 1)( =xf t  if tx =  and 
0)( =xf t  if tx ≠ . where 1)( =xf t  stands for YES and 0)( =xf t  stands for 
NO. It is clear to check that the operator O  is unitary. We can see that the real 
operator O  is an inversion operator which only changes the sign of the target state 
>t|
 and keeps all other states >x|  unchanged. If we take a wave function, >Ψ|  
say, made up of some superposition of computational basis states and operate the 
operator O  on it then by its definition it will leave all the computational basis states 
as they are and will change the sign only that of the computational basis state which is 
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the target state. Now if we will operate O  one more time then again it will leave all 
the computational basis states as they are and will restore the sign of the target state. 
Thus, IOOOOO === ++2 .We define [ ]))12(||2( IM kkk −−Ψ><Ψ= , a 
new operator. We now check the following: 
  
Claim: >Ψ>=Ψ+ ||kk MM . 
 
Proof: Note that 1| >=ΨΨ< . Consider the case 1=k  as follows: 
      We have [ ]IM −Ψ><Ψ= ||21 , therefore,  
[ ][ ] >Ψ−Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><Ψ>=Ψ+ |||2||2|11 IIMM  
[ ] >Ψ+Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><ΨΨ><Ψ= |||2||2|||4 I  
[ ] >Ψ+Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><ΨΨ><Ψ= |||4|||4 I  
[ ] >Ψ+Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><Ψ= |||4||4 I  
>Ψ=| . Let us now consider the case 2=k  as follows: 
[ ][ ] >Ψ−Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><Ψ>=Ψ+ |3||43||4|22 IIMM  
[ ] >Ψ+Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><ΨΨ><Ψ= |9||12||12|||16 I  
[ ] >Ψ+Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><ΨΨ><Ψ= |9||24|||16 I  
[ ] >Ψ+Ψ><Ψ−Ψ><Ψ= |9||24||16 I  
[ ] ||9|24|16 >Ψ+>Ψ−>Ψ=  
>Ψ=| . On similar lines the general case also follows: 
( )[ ] ( )[ ] >Ψ−−Ψ><Ψ−−Ψ><Ψ>=Ψ+ |12||212||2| IIMM kkkkkk[ ] >Ψ−−+Ψ><Ψ−−Ψ><Ψ= |)12)(12(||))12(2(2||22 Ikkkkk  
[ ] >Ψ+−−+++−−= |122222222 2222 kkkkkkkk  
[ ] >Ψ+−++−= |1)2(22)2(2)2(22 222 kkkkk  
>Ψ=| .  
We now define the operator called the “total operator”, OMT kk = . We are now 
ready to discuss our second algorithm which requires only a single step to find the 
target state! Before we discuss the algorithm we state one important result which is 
used in this algorithm.  
 
Claim: Let the initial wave function, >Ψ| , representing the quantum bag of indices 
be an equally weighted superposition of computational basis states, >x| , of length 
k , i.e. the quantum bag contains k2  indices. Also, let there be only one target state, 
>t| , then the target state, >t| , can be found, or reached, or attained, or achieved 
by just operating only once the operator OMT kk )1()1( −− =  on this wave function, 
>Ψ| .  
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Proof: It is clear to see that ∑
−
=
>>=Ψ
)12(
0
|
2
1|
k
x
k
x
, where >>= kiiix L21||  
We now operate the operator OMT kk )1()1( −− =  on the wave function >Ψ| . Thus 
we have  
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>
−
=
−
t
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k
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)12(2 )1(
 
Thus, we have got only the target state, >t| , with nonzero amplitude and all other 
basis states in >Ψ|  vanish, i.e. their amplitude becomes zero! Note that the 
amplitude of target state becomes large (in fact bigger than unity). This implies that 
the total “operator” is not unitary, since the action of unitary operator on a vector 
preserves its length and here the chosen vector (wave function >Ψ| ) is of unit 
length ( 1||||| 2 =>Ψ ). 
  
We now proceed to formally discuss the steps of the algorithm which consists of just 
applying the appropriate “total operator” on the wave function, >Ψ| , representing 
the given quantum bag of indices containing a single target index. 
Thus, let the given bag of indices contains nN 2=  elements. We will prepare the 
quantum bag in terms of the wave function, >Ψ| , as follows in the following 
 
Steps of the algorithm: 
 
(i) We consider a quantum state containing  n  qubits, all initialized to zero, i.e. the state      
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n⊗>>= 0|000| L .  
   
(ii) We apply Hadamard transform to all the n  qubits to get 
∑
−
=
⊗⊗ >=>>=Ψ
12
0
|
2
10||
n
x
n
nn xH
. Clearly, >Ψ>∈|| t . 
(iii) Since the size of the data is nN 2=  so we choose OMT nn )1()1( −− =  as our “total 
operator” to operate on the wave function >Ψ| . 
 
(iv) We carry out the action of the chosen operator on the wave function only in terms 
of the target state itself! 
      





>−>Ψ>=Ψ>=Ψ
−−−
tMOMT
n
nnn |
2
2||| )1()1()1(  
[ ] 





>−>Ψ−−Ψ><Ψ= −− tI
n
nn |
2
2|))12(||2( )1()1(
 
>
−
=
−
t
n
n
|
2
)12(2 )1(
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Thus, it is clear that if we carry out measurement then we will get the target state, >t| , 
with probability one!! Thus, this algorithm assures us to obtain the target state with 100% 
guarantee!!!    
       
3. The Third New Quantum Search Algorithm implying P = NP : 
Again, Let x , )1(0 −≤≤ Nx , be an element in the unstructured database of size 
N . Let nN 2=  hence )12(0 −≤≤ nx . Our aim in the unstructured database 
search problem is to locate and pick out the target index, )]12(,0[ −∈ nt . Also, 
Suppose we have a 1-YES quantum oracle defined in terms of operator, O , which 
performs the operation >−>= xxO xft |)1(| )( , where as mentioned previously 
)(xf t is defined such that 1)( =xf t  if tx =  and 0)( =xf t  if tx ≠ . where 
1)( =xf t  stands for YES and 0)( =xf t  stands for NO. As seen previously, the 
operator O  is unitary. Thus, everything is same as it was in previous algorithms. In 
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this new quantum algorithm we will be doing non-unitary quantum computation, i.e. 
the operator we will be using to achieve the task of enhancing the amplitude of the 
target state, >t| , as is done in the previous two algorithms is non-unitary. This 
algorithm also works in just a single step, i.e. it enhances the amplitude of the target 
state to its full in just one operation of the non-unitary operator chosen for this 
algorithm.  
 
Steps of the algorithm: 
 
(i) We consider a quantum state containing  n  qubits, all initialized to zero, i.e. the 
state 
n⊗>>= 0|000| L .  
 
(ii) We apply Hadamard transform to all the n  qubits to get 
              
∑
−
=
⊗⊗ >=>>=Ψ
12
0
|
2
10||
n
x
n
nn xH
. Clearly, >Ψ>∈|| t . 
 
(iii) We apply non-unitary operator, [ ]OINA −=
2
, on the wave function >Ψ| . 
We get   
     
                [ ] >=





>+>Ψ−>Ψ>=Ψ−>=Ψ tt
N
NOINA ||2||
2
|
2
|             
       .         
 
 
 
Thus, we have seen that by the action of non-unitary operator, [ ]OINA −=
2
, and 
carry out the measurement then we will get the target state, >t| , with probability 
one! The thing to be seen is whether it is possible to build quantum circuit which will 
perform the action of the non-unitary operator, [ ]OINA −=
2
.  
 
4. Remarks:  
       
         Remark 1: It is clear to see that as the algorithm proceeds we get at each iteration 
the bag containing proper range of indices to which target index belongs, i.e. we get 
during each of the iterations a proper quantum bag reduced to half in size, in terms 
of a quantum state which has nonzero overlap with target state. Thus, as we proceed 
at an intermediate stage we reach at a wave function, 
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>⊗>>=Ψ −⊗ 000||| )(2121 LLL knkiii Hiiik  
        which has nonzero overlap with the target state, >t| .  We then divide the quantum 
bag into two new quantum bags, i.e. construct two new states out of which only one 
will have nonzero overlap with the target state, >t| , to be determined by taking 
inner product with any one of these two newly prepared quantum states. Thus, the 
new quantum states constructed from consideration of the earlier reached above 
mentioned quantum state will be    
>⊗>⊗>>=Ψ −−⊗ 000|0||| )1(21021 LLL knkiii Hiiik  
and, 
>⊗>⊗>>=Ψ −−⊗ 000|1||| )1(21121 LLL knkiii Hiiik .  
         
        Remark 2: It is interesting to see that the amplitude of each state in the equally 
weighted superposition of states (including target state) is initially equal to 
N
1
 . 
This state represents the initial quantum bag. After first iteration of the size of the 
quantum bag reduces to half and this size reaches finally to unity, i.e. finally (at the 
thn
 iteration) the quantum bag will contain only the target state itself! Therefore, 
after first iteration the amplitude of each state in the equally weighted superposition 
of states becomes
N
2
 . The amplitude of each state including target state in the 
superposition changes in the successive iterations as follows:      
12221
2
→→→→→→ LL
NNNN
j
 
 
         Remark 3: It is clear to see that in LogNn =  iterations we will attain the target 
state, i.e. in the final quantum bag, after carrying out LogNn =  iterations, will 
contain only the target state >t|  itself which will lead to the value of inner 
product equal to unity. 
 
        Remark 4: It is important to note that actually in each iteration of the algorithm we 
are getting one bit of the target state. i.e. if the target state is 
>⊗⊗>⊗⊗>⊗>>=>= njnj ttttttttt |||||| 2121 LLLL  then in 
first iteration we determine the first bit namely, >1| t  , in the successive iterations 
we determine >>> nj ttt |,,|,,| 2 LL . Thus in LogNn =  iterations we 
will be able to determine the target state, >t| , completely. 
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        Remark 5: Alternatively, instead of one oracle we may define implicitly n number 
of oracles, )(xf it , which gives rise to n number of target states 
>>= + nii
i tttt L)1(|| . Clearly,  )()(1 xfxf tt =  and it gives rise to target 
state >>= tt || 1 . Further, by finding the nonzero inner product between the 
inner products taken that of >
it|
 with any one of the wave functions, >Ψ 0| i  
and >Ψ 1| i  that we build, namely, >⊗>>=Ψ −− 000|0|| )1(0 Lini H  and                
>⊗>>=Ψ −− 000|1|| )1(1 Lini H , we can determine separately each bit 
>it| of the target state >t|  and then build it as >>= nj ttttt LL21|| . 
 
        Remark 6: As far as the value of inner product is concerned we are only interested 
to know whether it is zero or nonzero, and we are not interested in its exact value. 
Therefore we can use the existing quantum algorithm [2] to evaluate the inner 
product with complexity )(~ LogNO . Since our new quantum algorithm requires 
LogN
 steps to reach the desired target state and each iterative step requires to find 
out one inner product which again takes time )(~ LogNO  therefore, our new 
quantum search algorithm is of the order ))((~ 2LogNO .   
       
        Remark 7: For a typical NP-Complete problem in which one has to find an 
assignment of one of the b  values to each of the C  variables, the number of 
candidate solutions, CbN = , grows exponentially with C . Hence, the classical 
algorithm for unstructured search would therefore take time of the order, )(~ CbO , 
to find desired solution (as the target state) e.g. minimum weight Hamiltonian 
circuit among the all possible Hamiltonian circuits as a solution for the traveling 
salesman problem, whereas the Grover’s quantum algorithm [1] would take a time 
of the order, )(~ 2
C
bO . But from the complexity of the order ))((~ 2LogNO  that 
we get for our quantum search algorithm it is easy to check that our quantum search 
algorithm will takes time of the order, )(~ 2)(LogCbO , thus an impressive 
(exponential) speedup over existing classical or quantum algorithm. We thus have 
managed NPP =  using our new quantum search algorithm.  
 
         Example 1: Let the bag of indices contains numbers }15,,2,1,0{ L and let the 
target element, 11=t . We begin with the wave function, >Ψ| , namely, 
        
>>=Ψ ⊗ 0000|| 4H
 which contains the target state, >>=>= 1011|11|| t . 
        We now follow the steps of the algorithm: 
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         Cleary, 0| >≠Ψ< t , therefore, we divide quantum bag represented by >Ψ|  into 
two bags, represented by >Ψ0|  and >Ψ1| , where 
        
>⊗>>=Ψ ⊗ 000|0|| 30 H , and  >⊗>>=Ψ ⊗ 000|1|| 31 H . 
         Cleary, 0| 1 >≠Ψ< t , therefore, we further divide quantum bag represented by 
>Ψ1|  into two bags, represented by >Ψ10|  and >Ψ11| , where 
>⊗>⊗>>=Ψ ⊗ 00|0|1|| 210 H  , and 
                                    
>⊗>⊗>>=Ψ ⊗ 00|1|1|| 211 H . 
        Cleary, 0| 10 >≠Ψ< t , therefore, we further divide quantum bag represented by 
>Ψ10|  into two bags, represented by >Ψ100|  and >Ψ101| , where 
 
>⊗>⊗>⊗>>=Ψ 0|0|0|1|| 100 H , and 
                                
>⊗>⊗>⊗>>=Ψ 0|1|0|1|| 101 H . 
          Cleary, 0| 101 >≠Ψ< t , therefore, we further divide quantum bag represented 
by >Ψ101|  into two bags, represented by >Ψ1010|  and >Ψ1011| , where 
>⊗>⊗>⊗>>=Ψ 0|1|0|1|| 1010 , and 
                               
>⊗>⊗>⊗>>=Ψ 1|1|0|1|| 1011 . 
           Clearly, 0| 1011 >≠Ψ< t , and in fact 1| 1011 >=Ψ< t , therefore, 
        We have located (reached to) the desired target state, >>=>= 1011|11|| t , 
present in the given database (initial quantum bag containing target) in terms of the 
superposition state,  >>=Ψ ⊗ 0000|| 4H . 
 
        Example 2: Let the bag of indices contains numbers }7,,2,1,0{ L and let the target 
element, 3=t . We begin with the wave function, >Ψ| , namely, 
>>=Ψ ⊗ 000|| 3H
 which contains the target state, >>=>= 011|3|| t . 
Carrying out step (iv) of the second algorithm we have 
         
[ ][ ][ ]>Ψ−−Ψ><Ψ |))12(||2( 22 OI
 
         
[ ] 





>−>Ψ−−Ψ><Ψ= tI |
2
2|))12(||2(
3
22
 
         [ ] 





>−>Ψ−Ψ><Ψ= tI |
2
1|3||4  
         >+>Ψ><Ψ−>Ψ−>Ψ= tt |
2
3||
2
4|3|4  
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         >>=+>Ψ−>Ψ−>Ψ= tt |
2
3|
2
3
22
1
.|
2
4|3|4 . 
 
 
 
        Example 3: Consider example same as Example 1 above. We solve it now using 
second algorithm: Let the bag of indices contains numbers }15,,2,1,0{ L and let 
the target element, 11=t . We begin with the wave function, >Ψ| , namely, 
>>=Ψ ⊗ 0000|| 4H
 which contains the target state, >>=>= 1011|11|| t . 
Carrying out step (iv) of the second algorithm we have 
         
[ ][ ][ ]>Ψ−−Ψ><Ψ |))12(||2( 33 OI
 
         
[ ] 





>−>Ψ−−Ψ><Ψ= tI |
2
2|))12(||2(
4
33
 
         [ ] 



>−>Ψ−Ψ><Ψ= tI |
2
1|7||8  
         >+>Ψ><Ψ−>Ψ−>Ψ= tt |
2
7||4|7|8  
         >>=+>Ψ−>Ψ−>Ψ= tt |
2
7|
2
7
4
1
.|4|7|8 . 
 
        Example 4: Consider same example above. We now solve it using third algorithm: 
Let the bag of indices contains numbers }15,,2,1,0{ L and let the target element, 
11=t . We begin with the wave function, >Ψ| , namely, >>=Ψ ⊗ 0000|| 4H  
which contains the target state, >>=>= 1011|11|| t . We carry out step (iii) of the 
third algorithm, i.e. we apply non-unitary operator, [ ]OINA −=
2
, on the wave 
function >Ψ| . This gives [ ] [ ] >>=−=−= ⊗ tHOIOINA |0000|
2
4
2
4
.  
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